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Chapter 3361: The Legacy 

 

‘When the power completely dissipated, Jian Wushuang finally saw the other party clearly. 

It was a disheveled old man with silver hair and tattered clothes, who looked like a beggar. 

Although the disheveled old man did not emit any aura, when he stood there and appeared in 

everyone’s sight, they could still sense an extremely rich life aura from him. 

In other words, this sloppy old man was not a puppet fighter, but a real life. He was actually a human 

cultivator! 

“He is a cultivator?” 

Jian Wushuang and Marquis Xiaoyao looked at each other in shock. 

At the beginning, when they knew about the existence of the gray light shadow, the first thing they 

thought of was the helmet or some special exotic beasts, but they did not expect that the other party 

was a human cultivator. 

Because the secret realm of heaven and earth had existed for a long time, and it had been sealed all 

year round. If there were human cultivators, they would have left long ago, why would they stay here? 

But now, they had miscalculated. 

The sloppy old man who appeared in front of them was definitely a real human cultivator. 

“Who are you?” Jian Wushuang stared at the sloppy old man in front of him and asked in a solemn 

voice. 

“Who am I? It’s been a long time since anyone asked me this question. I’ve even forgotten who I am,” 

the sloppy old man said, his voice was extremely hoarse and a little stiff. It was obvious that he had not 

spoken for a long time. 

“Have you forgotten who you are?” Jian Wushuang was stunned, but he immediately understood that 

the sloppy old man must be an extremely ancient existence. It was very likely that he had been left 

behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect, it had been at least hundreds of millions of years since then. 

He had been alone in the secret land of heaven and earth for such a long time. He had been lonely for so 

many years. The sloppy old man had not lost his mind, let alone forgotten who he was, it had already 

been very impressive. 

“Lord Ba Cang…” Jian Wushuang sent a message to Ba Cang immediately. 

If the secret land of heaven and earth was closed, he could not communicate with the outside world. 

But now that the secret land of Heaven and earth had been opened, his communication with the outside 

world was not restricted. The reason why Jian Wushuang looked for Ba Cang, in order to get 

information on the Amethyst Demon Sect. 



Although the sloppy old man had forgotten who he was, Jian Wushuang guessed that he must be from 

the Amethyst Demon Sect. It was very likely that he was an expert in the Amethyst Demon Sect, he had 

survived the destruction of the Amethyst Demon Sect in the Flame Saint Realm and had stayed in 

the secret realm of heaven and earth. 

As long as he got information about the experts of the Amethyst Demon Sect, he should be able to know 

the identity of the sloppy old man. 

As one of the three Freedom Alliances in the Divine Beginning Realm, the Temporal Temple was the 

most ancient existence. It was much older than the Amethyst Demon Sect. When the Amethyst Demon 

Sect dominated the Second Heaven, the Temporal Temple had always been the overlord of the Divine 

Beginning Realm. Naturally, the Temporal Temple had information about the experts of the Amethyst 

Demon Sect, but it would take some time to find all of them. 

“You’re very good.” The sloppy elder suddenly glanced at Jian Wushuang. “It’s rare for a saint to find 

me, but unfortunately, you can’t come to this place. Leave.” 

The sloppy elder’s voice was cold, as if he was asking them to leave. 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly, while Marquis Xiaoyao, who was standing beside him, said in 

a low voice, he said in a low voice, “Your Excellency, although I don’t know your true identity, I think you 

must be someone left behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect. If I’m not wrong, you’re here to 

protect the treasure left behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect, right?” 

“It’s been almost 200 million years since the Amethyst Demon Sect was destroyed. The experts left 

behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect have all died except for you. There’s no possibility of them rising 

again. And this treasure is useless to you, who has become a lone wolf. Why don’t you help us and give 

us the treasure?” 

Hearing this, the sloppy old man’s eyes darkened. 

He had indeed forgotten his name and identity, but he still remembered his mission. 

His mission was to stay here and guard this place, to protect the final hope of the Amethyst Demon 

Sect’s rise. 

Marquis Xiaoyao was right. The many treasures and opportunities left behind by the Amethyst Demon 

Sect were indeed hidden in this secret realm. He was the guardian of these treasures and opportunities. 

He had waited for so many years…he had waited for the experts left behind by the Amethyst 

Demon Sect to come with the tokens. Then, he would use these treasures and opportunities to rise 

again in the Divine Beginning Realm. 

Unfortunately, after waiting for nearly 200 million years, not a single person had come to this secret 

realm of heaven and earth. 



Until now, someone had finally used the tokens to open the secret realm of heaven and earth. However, 

under the observation of these Principles Masters, this sloppy old man had long known that the other 

party had nothing to do with the Amethyst Demon Sect, that was why he did not immediately 

show himself. 

But now… 

“Are all the seeds left in the sect dead?” The sloppy old man looked up at the void and muttered to 

himself. 

“Of course they are dead. Otherwise, why would no one come here to look for you? How could that 

token fall into our hands?” Marquis Xiaoyao sneered. 

“Your Excellency, a wise man submits to circumstances. Your Amethyst Demon Sect has already lost the 

possibility of rising again. Moreover, with the Flame Saint Realm around, even if your Amethyst Demon 

Sect still has some experts left behind, it is impossible for you to re-establish the Amethyst 

Demon Sect. Therefore, it is better for you to hand over that treasure. This way, we will forget about the 

matter of you seriously injuring the four of us Principles Masters. Otherwise…” Marquis Xiaoyao’s eyes 

were filled with annoyance and coldness. 

“So what if you don’t? I didn’t blame you for barging in here, and I was even willing to let you leave. 

What a joke that you still dare to threaten me. You’re really courting death!” The sloppy old man’s gaze 

turned cold. 

“Since you’re not willing to leave, then you can stay here forever to accompany me.” 

As soon as the sloppy old man finished speaking, an extremely terrifying aura instantly appeared. It was 

as if a giant dragon that had been slumbering for billions of years had suddenly awakened. 

This aura was earth-shaking and immediately swept out and suppressed the entire area. 

In the secret realm of heaven and earth, there were more than a dozen Principles Masters from both the 

Temporal Temple and the Xiaoyao Mansion, including Jian Wushuang and Marquis Xiaoyao, who were 

experts in the void realm. But at this moment…under the pressure of this sudden burst of aura, 

almost everyone felt a sense of fear from the depths of their souls. 

Chapter 3362: Demon Master Chen Huo 

 

“Something’s wrong, be careful!” 

Jian Wushuang’s expression changed when he felt the overwhelming aura from the sloppy old man. 

Marquis Xiaoyao’s eyes darkened, but then a monstrous aura rose from his body. At the same time, a 

large amount of destructive and thunder principles power rose. At this moment, Marquis Xiaoyao…at a 

glance, he appeared just like a terrifying destructive thunder god. 



“He is just an old fellow that has been left behind from the era of the Amethyst Demon Sect. Moreover, 

he has been trapped in this secret realm.” Marquis Xiaoyao did not have the slightest fear towards the 

sloppy old man. He knew…during the battle when the Amethyst Demon Sect was destroyed, the top 

Principles Masters under the Amethyst Demon Sect had already been killed by the Flame Saint Realm. 

Even if there were some who remained, their strength would definitely not be that great. 

Although nearly two hundred million years had passed since the battle, the sloppy old man had stayed 

in the secret realm and did not go out. He did not have the chance to gain experience or opportunities. 

Even if his strength had increased…it definitely would not have been much. 

Furthermore, he had just met the sloppy old man. Although the sloppy old man had given him a lot of 

pressure, Marquis Xiaoyao did not think that his strength would be weaker than the sloppy old man. 

“Kill, thunderbolt!” 

Swoosh! 

Following Marquis Xiaoyao’s shout, a flash of lightning suddenly shot out. 

It was so fast that people could not see clearly. Most people could only see a flash of lightning across the 

sky. 

However, Marquis Xiaoyao had already arrived in front of the sloppy old man. At the same time, he had 

raised the two-meter-long heavy sword high up. On the heavy sword, two extremely violent rules, 

destruction, and thunder, perfectly merged together, he slashed down with a bang! 

The power of this sword could be said to be world-shaking! 

Jian Wushuang was extremely familiar with this sword. Previously, when he was fighting with Marquis 

Xiaoyao, Marquis Xiaoyao had used this sword to completely crush him in terms of power. 

This was Marquis Xiaoyao’s strongest sword, and its power had almost reached the limit of an expert of 

the void fourth realm. 

However, in the face of such a powerful sword strike, a mocking expression appeared on the sloppy old 

man’s face. He did not make much of a move and merely waved his tattered sleeve, causing a thin and 

weak arm…like a blade, it directly hacked at the heavy sword. 

“Get lost!” 

The sloppy old man also shouted. 

The heavy sword collided with the arm, and following a metallic sound, the heavy sword in Marquis 

Xiaoyao’s hand was instantly sent flying. However, that arm still carried a shocking might, it directly 

struck Marquis Xiaoyao’s divine body. 

Marquis Xiaoyao’s body shook, and the defense on the surface of his body immediately collapsed. His 

divine body also suffered an unprecedented impact at this moment, his divine body actually directly 

collapsed at this moment. 



This was not the end. At the same time that Marquis Xiaoyao’s divine body collapsed, a terrifying 

devouring power was wantonly devouring Marquis Xiaoyao’s divine power. In just an instant, more than 

60% of Marquis Xiaoyao’s divine power was devoured. 

‘Weng! Marquis Xiaoyao’s immortal body was activated immediately. By using up the remaining divine 

power, his body was finally reassembled. However, after reassembling, his aura was extremely weak. His 

divine power…was only left with less than 20%! 

“Run!” 

After reassembling his divine body, Marquis Xiaoyao did not hesitate at all. He frantically fled to the side, 

pulling away from the sloppy old man. 

As he fled, his face was also filled with unprecedented horror! 

One move! 

In just one move, he had defeated his most powerful ultimate skill and destroyed his divine body, 

causing him to lose more than 80% of his divine power in an instant! 

Such strength…was too terrifying! 

‘The numerous Principles Masters from the Temporal Temple and Xiaoyao Mansion, who were also in 

the secret realm of heaven and earth, was completely stunned by the scene before them. 

Who was Marquis Xiaoyao? 

He was the Mansion Master of the Xiaoyao Mansion. Although there were more than ten Principles 

Masters present, Marquis Xiaoyao was definitely the most powerful one apart from Jian Wushuang. 

Moreover, the Xiaoyao Mansion was good at fighting head-on, he had mastered the two violent 

principles powers of destruction and thunder at the same time. Moreover, he had perfectly combined 

them together with an absolute art to unleash the most powerful attack. Even Jian Wushuang felt 

inferior to him. 

But now, his most powerful attack was so weak in front of the sloppy old man? 

“How is this possible?!” 

“The Mansion Master’s divine body was destroyed in one move, and he lost so much divine power. Does 

this mean that he can kill the Mansion Master if he attacks again?” 

“This man’s strength is so terrifying!” 

Terrifying! 

These two words appeared in everyone’s hearts. 

And the many Principles Masters present looked at the sloppy old man with eyes filled with terror. 

At the same time, they all understood that this sloppy old man probably did not have any intention of 

killing them, so he only attacked to teach them a lesson, give them a warning, and let them leave, 

otherwise, the four Principles Masters who had been severely injured by him would not have survived. 



But now, the sloppy old man had shown up, and because of what Marquis Xiaoyao had said, he had 

clearly intended to kill them! 

On the other side, while he was shocked by the sloppy old man’s strength, Jian Wushuang finally 

recognized him from the information provided by the Temporal Temple. 

“Chen Huo!” 

“You are the genius elder of the Amethyst Demon Sect, Demon Master Chen Huo!” 

Jian Wushuang’s voice echoed in the secret realm. 

Hearing the name of Demon Master Chen Huo, the rule masters felt that he was a stranger. The 

Amethyst Demon Sect was too far away from the current era, and the Principles Master was no longer 

active in the Divine Beginning Realm, they had long been forgotten by the world. 

Of course, they did not know who the Demon Master Chen Huo was. 

However, as the Mansion Master of Xiaoyao Mansion, Marquis Xiaoyao, who had also lived for a 

relatively long time, had heard of the Demon Master Chen Huo. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo? Is He that genius elder from the Amethyst Demon Sect who broke through 

to the Principles Master Realm in less than 100,000 years and reached the fourth level of the void realm 

in 300,000 years?” Marquis Xiaoyao’s eyes were also filled with shock. “How is this possible? 

Shouldn’t this Demon Master Chen Huo have been killed by the experts of the Flame Saint Realm during 

that battle?” 

Marquis Xiaoyao did not know. 

During the battle that destroyed the Amethyst Demon Sect, many of the top experts of the Amethyst 

Demon Sect were killed, including more than 90% of the Principles Masters. However, there were also 

some who were lucky enough to survive. For example, this Demon Master Chen Huo…because of 

some reasons, he had been staying in the secret realm of heaven and earth and had not participated in 

the battle. Of course, the Flame Saint Realm had not been able to kill him. 

However, the Flame Saint Realm had not announced it to the public, so everyone thought that this 

genius elder had also died in that battle. However, that was not the case.. 
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“Demon Master Chen Huo?” 

After Jian Wushuang said the name of the sloppy old man, the sloppy old man fell into deep thought. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo… It’s so familiar, so familiar. Yes, yes, that’s my name, I’m Demon Master 

Chen Huo!” The sloppy old man’s eyes flashed with a fierce light, after thinking of his name, a large 

amount of memories and thoughts flooded in. 



After all, Demon Master Chen Huo was a powerful Principles Master. It was only because he had waited 

for so long in this secret realm of heaven and earth that he gradually forgot himself and began to forget 

everything, however, these things that he forgot would form memories that would remain in his 

mind. 

As long as he was reminded, these memories would be recalled one by one. 

“Tam the Amethyst Demon Sect’s Demon Master Chen Huo. That is my root. When I was young, master 

had led me into the Demon Sect and taught me with great care. I did well. In less than 100,000 years, I 

broke through to become the Principles Master and became the number one genius of the 

Amethyst Demon Sect. In the following 200,000 years, I made a name for myself in the Divine Beginning 

Realm, letting everyone in the Divine Beginning Realm know my name, Demon Master Chen Huo!” 

“My master is also very pleased with my achievements. The elders in the sect, the Sect Master, are also 

full of expectations for me. As long as I improve my strength, the overall strength of the Amethyst 

Demon Sect will be able to completely surpass those great sects in Third Heaven.” 

“Originally, everything was developing in a good direction. However, one day, a disaster arrived!” 

“The Flame Saint Realm is the Flame Saint Realm!” 

“They attacked our Amethyst Demon Sect and massacred our experts. My master, the sect master, and 

many top experts of our purple star demon sect were annihilated in that battle. Among the many elders, 

I was the only one who brought the final hope of the Amethyst Demon Sect’s rise to power. I lay 

dormant in this secret realm of heaven and earth…” 

“Flame Saint Realm! Damned Flame Saint Realm!” 

“A bunch of trash, they all deserve to die!” 

The sloppy old man, who was the Demon Master Chen Huo, had a look of delight on his face when he 

spoke at the beginning. However, as he spoke, his voice became more and more impassioned, and his 

face became redder and redder. In the end, his eyes turned scarlet, he became completely crazed! 

“Kill, Kill!” 

“People from the Flame Saint Realm deserve to die!” 

Boom! 

A world-shaking killing intent crazily burst out of Demon Master Chen Huo. 

The aura emitted by Demon Master Chen Huo reached a new level at this moment. This level was 

enough to make experts like Marquis Xiaoyao and Jian Wushuang tremble in fear. 

“Oh no!” 

“This Demon Master is completely crazy!” 



“He has been alone in the secret land of heaven and earth for nearly 200 million years. It’s fine if he 

forgot his memory before, but now that he remembered it with a towering hatred, it’s no wonder he’s 

crazy!” 

Jian Wushuang’s face was unsightly. At this moment, he saw the crazy Demon Master suddenly let out a 

roar. The roar shook the sky and tore the void in an instant, forming a terrifying shock wave, it swept 

wildly in all directions. 

“Just a roar, and it tore through space?” Jian Wushuang was shocked, but he immediately shouted, “Be 

careful, retreat quickly!” 

In fact, without Jian Wushuang’s reminder, the experts from both the Temporal Temple and the Xiaoyao 

Mansion had already retreated far away when they saw Demon Master sunk into madness and recalled 

his terrifying strength. 

They stood in the distance and watched in horror as the shock wave created by Demon Master Chen 

Huo’s roar shattered many palaces and pavilions in the secret realm of heaven and earth and razed the 

entire building complex to the ground. 

“What’s wrong with Demon Master Chen Huo? It’s fine that he’s mad, but how could he be so 

powerful?” Marquis Xiaoyao was the most terrified among them. He had fled to the edge of the secret 

realm of heaven and earth, he looked at the Demon Master from afar. 

As for Jian Wushuang, he was not far away from Marquis Xiaoyao, and his face was very solemn. 

“According to the information, when the Flame Saint Realm destroyed the Amethyst Demon Sect, 

Demon Master Chen Huo was only a rule master of the void four realms. At most, he was at the peak of 

the 

void four realms. But now, the strength he displayed…” 

He had injured Marquis Xiaoyao in one move and almost killed him. 

With a roar, he shattered the void. 

Even experts at the peak of the five void realms or even the five void realms could not achieve such 

terrifying strength. 

Obviously, the strength of this Demon Master was at least at the level of the six void realms. As for what 

level he was at among the six void realms, it was unknown. However, Jian Wushuang guessed that…the 

Demon Master must be very strong among the six realms of the void! 

It was quite normal for him to advance from the peak of the fourth realm of the void to the sixth realm 

of the void in nearly 200 million years. 

However, don’t forget the environment that Demon Master was in! 

He had been staying in this secret realm of heaven and earth and was completely isolated from the 

outside world. There were no opportunities, no experiences, and he could not even interact with 

anyone. There was only boredom and loneliness. 



In such an environment, ordinary people would have long gone mad, not to mention trying to find ways 

to improve their strength. 

Moreover, even if he could stabilize his mind and cultivate, he could still improve his strength very 

slowly by immersing himself in cultivation and not having any contact with the outside world, once he 

encountered a bottleneck, he might be trapped there and could not improve at all. 

For example, although Jian Wushuang occasionally went into closed-door cultivation, he would not stay 

in it for too long because he knew that blindly cultivating in closed-door cultivation was far from being 

comparable to his adventures outside. 

And this Demon Master Chen Huo had stayed in such a crazy environment for nearly 200 million years, 

yet his strength could still increase so much. It was indeed impressive. 

“A genius elder is indeed a genius!” Jian Wushuang secretly exclaimed. 

In the era when the Amethyst Demon Sect was still in existence, the Demon Master Chen Huo’s talent 

could not be compared with his perfect life, but it was still very impressive. He became a Principles 

Master in less than 100,000 years, he reached the fourth void realm in less than 300,000 years. 

Such a speed of improvement could make countless top geniuses in the Divine Beginning Realm look up 

to him. 

“However, this genius elder is a bit tricky now.” Jian Wushuang frowned and looked at the crazy Demon 

Master in the void in front of him. 

‘The eyes of the Demon Master were scarlet and filled with shocking killing intent. It seemed that he 

wanted to kill everyone here, and he really had such strength. 

“Tt seems that I have to find a way to calm him down first.” Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. 

Chapter 3364: Persuasion (Part One) 

 

“All of you should die!” 

Demon Master Chen Huo was completely mad. At this moment, he was like a peerless ferocious beast 

from ancient times. His body suddenly flashed, and no one had the time to react, he had already 

appeared in front of the nearest Principles Master from Xiaoyao Mansion. Then, his right hand struck 

out 

like lightning, directly piercing through the god body of that Principles Master, and the strange power 

contained in that palm…almost instantly, all the divine power of the Principles Master in the second 

realm of the void realm was destroyed. 

In the blink of an eye, the Principles Master of the Xiaoyao Mansion had died. 

“Thi: 

The other Principles Masters around were shocked when they saw this scene. 



Jian Wushuang, on the other hand, immediately made his move… 

“Paint the ground as a prison, space-time binding!” Jian Wushuang waved his hand, and the vast power 

of space-time principles that covered the surrounding area instantly covered Demon Master Chen Huo. 

Space-time binding…was also a move in the space-time prison. It was used to restrict the opponent’s 

movements while completely confining the surrounding space-time. 

However, when the space-time binding was applied to Demon Master, he only shook his body slightly 

and then broke free. 

“As expected, my space-time binding, even with the help of the golden sky-painting flag, can only 

restrict an ordinary expert of the fifth void realm. It’s impossible to restrict an expert of the sixth void 

realm like Demon Master.” Jian Wushuang’s face darkened. 

He had to find a way to stop Demon Master Chen Huo. Otherwise, if he continued to kill like this, there 

would be no one in the secret realm who could escape. 

suddenly, Jian Wushuang’s expression changed. He shouted at Demon Master Chen Huo, “Demon 

Master Chen Huo, your Amethyst Demon Sect has been destroyed. As a genius elder of the Amethyst 

Demon Sect, don’t you want to avenge the Amethyst Demon Sect?” 

Jian Wushuang’s voice was loud and clear, echoing throughout the secret realm of heaven and earth. Of 

course, Demon Master Chen Huo heard it clearly, and his body suddenly stopped in the void. His scarlet 

eyes were filled with shocking killing intent, he suddenly looked at Jian Wushuang and asked, 

“What did you say?” 

Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes, he said in a low voice, “Demon Master Chen Huo, since you can 

control your body, it seems that you still have your rationality. I’m telling you now if you still have the 

slightest intention of avenging the Amethyst Demon Sect, then stop. But if you don’t have the intention 

of avenging the Amethyst Demon Sect, then you can continue to kill.” 

Demon Master Chen Huo was already standing there. His killing intent was still soaring, but the scarlet in 

his eyes slowly faded away. His earth-shaking aura also slowly faded away. 

Seeing this scene, Jian Wushuang also heaved a sigh of relief. “Has he finally stopped?” 

Jian Wushuang was also very nervous. He did not know whether his words could make Demon Master 

Chen Huo stop. However, he could see that although Demon Master Chen Huo looked crazy, as a 

Principles Master of the six void realms, no matter how crazy he was…he should be able to maintain a 

trace of rationality. Moreover, he valued the Amethyst Demon Sect so much, so his words should make 

Demon Master Chen Huo somewhat worried. 

As expected, when Demon Master Chen Huo heard his words, although his killing intent did not weaken, 

he stopped killing for the time being. 

“Boy, what do you mean by what you said just now?” Demon Master Chen Huo stared at Jian Wushuang 

with cold eyes. 



Jian Wushuang took a deep breath, then he said, “Demon Master Chen Huo, I’ve made myself clear. If 

you kill all of us here, I guarantee you’ll lose your only chance to avenge your Amethyst Demon Sect!” 

“Huh?” Demon Master Chen Huo’s pupils constricted slightly. He did not speak but listened to Jian 

Wushuang’s story. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, you should have already noticed that I’m not an expert under the command 

of the Flame Saint Realm. I’m from the Temporal Temple!” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Temporal Temple?” Demon Master Chen Huo’s memories of the Temporal Temple immediately 

appeared in his mind, but his expression remained calm. “The Temporal Temple is indeed an ancient 

overlord. Even when the Amethyst Demon Sect was at its peak, we didn’t dare to provoke it. 

However…now 

that the Amethyst Demon Sect has been destroyed, I’m the only one left. I’m not afraid of your 

Temporal Temple. Even if I kill all of your people here, what can the Temporal Temple do to me?” 

The Demon Master Chen Huo was not conceited, but he did indeed have the ability to do so. 

One had to know that he was now a super expert of the six states of the void. In the Divine Beginning 

Realm, unless the three great Saint Realm Masters or those few rulers personally took action, no one 

could do anything to him. 

Although the Temporal Temple had a deep foundation and was powerful, under the circumstance that 

the Temporal Temple Master did not personally take action, they probably could not do anything to the 

Demon Master Chen Huo. After all, the Demon Master Chen Huo was not only terrifyingly 

powerful…the Amethyst Demon Sect had long been destroyed, so there was nothing that could restrain 

or restrict him. 

As the saying went, a bare-footed person was not afraid of wearing shoes. It was true that the Demon 

Master did not care about the Temporal Temple at the moment. 

“Demon Master, with your current strength, the Temporal Temple is indeed unable to do anything to 

you. However, you have lived from the Amethyst Demon Sect’s era until now. You should know the 

position of the Temporal Temple. The Temporal Temple and the flame holy region have always been on 

opposite sides. They have even been fighting for a long time. Although this kind of fight will not affect 

the status of the Flame Saint Realm, it will often cause pain to the Flame Saint Realm.” 

“Besides, the person standing in front of you has the same hatred with the Flame Saint Realm as you do. 

He will not rest until one of us is dead!” Jian Wushuang said. 

“The person standing in front of me? Are you talking about yourself?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked 

at Jian Wushuang. 

“Yes, it’s me.” Jian Wushuang smiled. “Not only do I have a hatred with the Flame Saint Realm, but I also 

have a hatred with the other two Saint Realms. The three Saint Realms have risked their lives to kill me 

more than once or twice. It can be said that they and I are absolutely dead. There is no turning 

back.” 



“Hmph, kid, why didn’t you look in the mirror before you lied? Who do you think you are? However, for 

a mere Immortal Saint, if you were to say that you have a feud with the three great Saint Realms, this 

old man would believe you. However, you actually said that the three great Saint Realms had risked 

everything to kill you multiple times… Hehe, if the three great Saint Realms really risked everything to 

kill you, would you still be alive? Who do you think you are?” Demon Master Chen Huo sneered. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, I’m not lying to you. The feud between me and the three Saint Realms, and 

the three Saint Realms have risked their lives to kill me many times, is known by everyone in the Divine 

Beginning Realm. You can go out and ask anyone,” Jian Wushuang said seriously.. 
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“Is this kid really as he said? The three Saint Realms are willing to do anything to kill him?” Demon 

Master Chen Huo frowned. 

At this moment, Marquis Xiaoyao, who had already escaped to the edge of the secret realm, hurriedly 

spoke, “Demon Master Chen Huo, What Heavenly Sword Marquis said is true. I have a mirror image of 

him fighting with the three Saint Realms. You can take a look.” 

After saying that, Marquis Xiaoyao waved his hand and threw a mirror token at Demon Master Chen 

Huo. 

Demon Master Chen Huo took the mirror token and began to read it. 

The mirror token was the scene of Jian Wushuang fighting with the three Saint Realms on the Saha 

Island more than 400 years ago. 

The battle was earth-shaking and there were many experts watching the battle. Naturally, someone 

recorded the scene with the mirror token. The mirror image had long been spread in the Divine 

Beginning Realm, Marquis Xiaoyao happened to have one in his hands. 

Demon Master Chenhuo looked at the scene in the mirror token. At first, he was only surprised, but 

later, it completely turned into shock. In the end, even he was shocked. 

“Boy, you are an Immortal Saint. How could you fight with the three Saint Realms and severely injure 

Saint Master Yan and Sorcerer God?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked at Jian Wushuang in shock. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, you should believe me now.” Jian Wushuang said seriously, “As I said, I have 

been fighting with the three Saint Realms for a long time, including the Saint Realm of fire, which was 

responsible for the destruction of the Amethyst Demon Sect. The so-called enemy of the enemy is 

a friend. “Demon Master Chen Huo, we should stand on the same side. If we fight, the Saint Realm of 

fire will be secretly happy.” 

“You’re right.” Demon Master Chen Huo nodded slightly, and the killing intent in his body began to 

weaken. “Since you’re fighting with the Flame Saint Realm so fiercely, and you even heavily injured the 

Flame Saint Master, I won’t hold you responsible for breaking into the Heaven and Earth Secret Realm 



and offending me. You can leave now.” 

It was obvious that Demon Master Chen Huo had no intention to attack Jian Wushuang and the others. 

In fact, he did not intend to kill Jian Wushuang and the others because he had held back before. It was 

only because Marquis Xiaoyao had angered him and he had just remembered the destruction of the 

Amethyst Demon Sect that he began to kill them. 

But now, when he saw the mirror image of Jian Wushuang severely injuring Saint Master Yan, the anger 

in his heart had disappeared, and he even had a good impression of Jian Wushuang, After all, he hated 

Saint Master Yan to the bone, Jian Wushuang had severely injured Saint Master Yan, and he had 

already vented his anger on him. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, don’t dismiss me yet. I think the two of us can have a good talk,” Jian 

Wushuang said. 

“Talk about what?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked over. 

“About what I said before, do you still have any thoughts of avenging the Amethyst Demon Sect?” Jian 

Wushuang asked. 

A fierce light flashed in Demon Master’s eyes. 

Jian Wushuang smiled and glanced at the Principles Masters around him. “I’ve asked the outsiders to 

reopen the secret realm. Leave and let me talk to Demon Master.” 

“Yes.” The Principles Masters obeyed Jian Wushuang’s order. 

As for Marquis Xiaoyao…he had come to the secret land of Heaven and Earth to obtain the treasures left 

behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect. However, he did not obtain the treasures and opportunities. 

Instead, he was severely injured, moreover, a Principles Master of his Xiaoyao Mansion had been killed 

by Demon Master Chen Huo. This made him extremely aggrieved and unwilling. 

However, no matter how aggrieved and unwilling he was, once he thought of the terrifying strength of 

Demon Master Chen Huo, he could not think of anything else. 

Shaking his head, Marquis Xiaoyao could only leave with the rest of the people from Xiaoyao Mansion. 

In the blink of an eye, all the Principles Masters had left, leaving Jian Wushuang alone in the Secret Land 

of Heaven and Earth to look at Demon Master Chen Huo. 

“Boy, you’re an Immortal Saint, but you can make so many Principles Masters obey you. You’re really 

capable,” Demon Master Chen Huo praised. 

Jian Wushuang only smiled faintly. 

“Alright, what do you want to say? Speak,” Demon Master Chen Huo said. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, you should have noticed that although I’m only an Immortal Saint, I’m…very 

special,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile, “I can make Principles Masters obey me and be respectful to 

me. I can also kill ordinary Principles Masters. In the Great War 400 years ago, I was able to fight 



the Flame Saint Master and the Sorcerer God at the same time and severely injure them!” 

“Yes!” 

“Yes, you are special, or rather, heaven-defying!” 

“When I was young, I was also called a peerless genius. But compared to you, I am nothing. But no 

matter how special you are or how talented you are, what does it have to do with me?” Demon Master 

Chen Huo said in a deep voice. 

“Of course I care. Demon Master Chen Huo, as I said before, the three Saint Realms will do anything to 

kill me. This is no joke. More than 400 years ago, they set up an inescapable net to kill me. They even 

sent the three Saint Realm Masters and the Sorcerer God, who has the battle strength of a Saint 

Realm Master, to kill me. It shows how much the three Saint Realms value me,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Indeed. This is the first time I’ve heard of the three Saint Realms going all out to kill an Immortal Saint. 

Even a top Principles Master, or even some of the top sects in the Divine Beginning Realm, shouldn’t be 

able to make the three Saint Realms go through so much trouble, let alone an Immortal Saint.” 

“Then do you know why the three Saint Realms are so desperate to kill me?” Jian Wushuang asked with 

a smile. 

Demon Master Chen Huo was stunned. Many thoughts appeared in his mind, but he quickly thought of 

the most likely possibility. 

“As far as I know, the three Saint Realms have never been so desperate to deal with someone, but now 

they are dealing with you. Do the three Saint Realms think you can threaten their status?” Demon 

Master Chen Huo said with a serious expression, as he said this, he found it hard to believe. 

How ancient were the three Saint Realms in the Divine Beginning Realm? And how powerful were they. 

They had the power of the will of the Heavenly Dao. They were the true rulers of the Divine Beginning 

Realm. For a long time, no one had been able to subvert the notice of the three Saint Realms, even if it 

was the three Freedom Alliances…although the three Freedom Alliances were so powerful that even 

the three Saint Realms feared them, no matter how powerful the three Saint Realms were, they could 

not threaten the status of the three Saint Realms. 

Yet, a single cultivator, and he was just an Immortal Saint, was able to pose such a great threat to the 

three great Saint Realms? 

Was this possible? 

Chapter 3366: Persuasion (Part Three) 

 

“You’re right. The reason why the three Saint Realms are so desperate to kill me is because I can 

threaten their position. To be more precise, I’m a great threat to the will of heaven behind them!” 



Jian Wushuang’s voice was low, “Demon Master Chen Huo, you should know that the will of the 

Heavenly Dao is behind the three Saint Realms. With the support of the will of the Heavenly Dao, it’s 

almost impossible to shake the position of the three Saint Realms. Even if you’re extremely talented and 

will 

break through to the ruler level in the future, as long as the will of the Heavenly Dao exists, you’ll never 

be able to pose a real threat to the three Saint Realms!” 

“But I can!” 

Jian Wushuang spoke with absolute confidence. 

‘What he said was the truth. In the Divine Beginning Realm, with the support of the will of the Heavenly 

Dao, almost no one could threaten the three saint realms. 

Not even a master level expert. 

For example, the three Freedom Alliances had a master level expert behind them, but they had been 

helpless against the three Saint Realms. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, I’m the only one in the Divine Beginning Realm who can pose a threat to the 

will of the Heavenly Dao. Although I’m still weak, given a certain amount of time, I can destroy the will 

of the Heavenly Dao and destroy the three Saint Realms at the same time. Your enemy happens to 

be the Flame Saint Realm of the three Saint Realms, so… We can join forces,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Join hands? How?” Demon Master Chenhuo asked. 

“As I said, what I need now is time, but the three Saint Realms will not let me grow like this. They will 

certainly try to hinder my growth and even fight to the death with some special means to kill me. At this 

time, of course, I need some help,” Jian Wushuang said. 

Demon Master Chen Huo had clearly understood Jian Wushuang’s intention. “Boy, don’t tell me you 

want me to be your bodyguard?” 

“Ican be considered a bodyguard, but to be exact, you and I are equal. You protect me so that I can 

continue to grow. When my strength reaches a certain level, I will destroy the Flame Saint Realm and 

avenge your Amethyst Demon Sect. How about it?” Jian Wushuang said. 

Upon hearing this, Demon Master Chen Huo sneered, “Boy, do you want me to be by your side and be 

your guard? Putting aside whether you can really pose such a great threat to the will of the Heavenly 

Dao and the three Saint Realms, even if you can, who knows how long it will take. If you need tens of 

millions of years, hundreds of millions of years, wouldn’t I have to guard you for so many years?” 

“You want me to be your guard with just a few words? You’re dreaming.” 

“Demon Master Chenhuo, you should already have an answer to whether I can threaten the will of 

heaven and the three Saint Realms in the future. As for the time required, it’s not as long as you think. I 

can guarantee that within 100,000 years, I will destroy the Flame Saint Realm. If I can’t do it, or if you 

don’t see my progress in these 100,000 years and feel that there’s no hope, you can leave at any time!” 



“100,000 years!” Jian Wushuang said. 

“100,000 years?” Demon Master Chenhuo looked at Jian Wushuang in surprise. “You’re just an Immortal 

Saint now. How can you reach that level in just 100,000 years?” 

“Tm confident.” Jian Wushuang smiled. 

In fact, Jian Wushuang was not very confident. 

Although 100,000 years was not a short time, it was very, very difficult for him to reach the point where 

he could threaten the will of the Heavenly Dao and shake the three Saint Realms. As for why Jian 

Wushuang was so confident…it was because he had learned from the Temporal Temple Master that the 

three Saint Realms could invite outside help at the Overlord level. 

According to his guess, if the three Saint Realms really invited outside help, then 100,000 years would 

have passed. 

At that time, if he had not reached the stage where he could threaten the will of the Heavenly Dao and 

shake the three Saint Realms, then it would be the same with or without the protection of Demon 

Master Chen Huo. 

Seeing the confidence on Jian Wushuang’s face, Demon Master Chen Huo began to ponder. 

With this thought, Jian Wushuang saw that there was hope, he immediately continued, “Demon Master 

Chen Huo, if you are willing to join hands with me and follow me, I will find a way to make you a 

consecrator of my Temporal Temple. This consecrator is a special existence in the Temporal Temple. He 

can disobey the orders of my Temporal Temple, but he can enjoy many of the benefits of my Temporal 

Temple, such as the Amethyst Demon Sect…” 

“Although the Amethyst Demon Sect has been destroyed for so many years, there were still quite a 

number of people who survived that battle. Most of these experts who survived have probably died, but 

it’s not certain that no one left behind. Perhaps there are still experts left behind by the Amethyst 

Demon Sect hiding in the Divine Beginning Realm. And if you become a consecrator of my Temporal 

Temple, you can ask my Temporal Temple to help find the traces of these people.” 

“Although the intelligence ability of the Temporal Temple is not the best in the Divine Beginning Realm, 

it is still very good. As long as you give the order, the intelligence department can secretly find the 

people left behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect without the Flame Saint Realm noticing it in 

advance.” 

After saying that, Jian Wushuang looked at Demon Master Chen Huo again. 

At this moment, Demon Master Chen Huo was already moved. 

Indeed, just as Jian Wushuang said, he valued the Amethyst Demon Sect very much. Because of that, 

after the destruction of the Amethyst Demon Sect, he hated the Flame Saint Realm to the extreme. He 

wanted to avenge the Amethyst Demon Sect, he wanted to completely destroy the Flame Saint Realm, 



and he wanted to kill the Flame Saint Master. 

However, with his ability, it was very difficult for him to pose a threat to the Flame Saint Realm, let alone 

completely destroy it. Even if he was lucky enough to break through to the ruler level in the future, he 

was only qualified to be on equal footing with the Flame Saint Realm. With the power of the will 

of heaven, it was still impossible for him to destroy the Flame Saint Realm. 

But now, Jian Wushuang’s appearance gave him a glimmer of hope. 

Although this hope seemed very small and strange, it was indeed the only chance for him to avenge the 

Amethyst Demon Sect. 

Of course, he wanted to seize the last chance. 

In addition, Jian Wushuang also said that he only needed to protect them for 100,000 years. If there was 

no hope within 100,000 years, he could leave at any time. 

100,000 years…was insignificant to him, who had stayed in the secret land of heaven and earth for 

nearly 200 million years. 

Moreover, the authority Jian Wushuang mentioned in the end made Demon Master Chen Huo even 

more tempted. 

After hesitating for a long time, Demon Master Chen Huo finally nodded and said, “Okay, I agree!” 

Chapter 3369: Was Finally Here 

 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis, are you saying that your wife was brought here many years ago by the 

people of the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley because she is suitable to cultivate the supreme divine 

skill of the Valley?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

“That’s not right, is it?” Demon Master Chen Huo frowned. “Most of the secret skills in the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley require one to abandon emotion. As for the supreme skill, it is said that only 

those who are absolutely pure in heart and have not been touched by the secular world are qualified 

to cultivate it. If the person you are looking for is really your wife, how could she not be touched by the 

secular world and have no emotion at all?” 

“She is indeed my wife, but she is from my previous life. When we entered the reincarnation passage at 

the same time, my memory of my previous life was not affected at all. However, her memory seems to 

have disappeared, so she doesn’t know who I am in this life,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Is that so?” Demon Master Chen Huo raised his eyebrows and then said, “Heavenly Sword Marquis, if 

we do as you say, this matter will be troublesome.” 



“First of all, your wife has lost her memory of her previous life, so she can’t recognize you at all. 

Moreover, since she has already come to the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley to cultivate the divine 

skill, it’s fine if she hasn’t made any progress or achievements in the divine skill, but once she has 

cultivated the divine skill to a certain level, she won’t have any feelings at all. At this point, even if she 

has restored her memory of her previous life, I’m afraid it won’t be of any use.” 

“Lknow. That’s why I cultivated to this level as soon as possible and came here to ask for her right after I 

had a certain level of strength,” Jian Wushuang said in a deep voice. 

He had been very worried. 

He was worried that if his wife cultivated the divine skill to a certain level and completely abandoned all 

emotions, her memories from her previous life would never be found again, and even if they were 

found, they would be immediately discarded. 

That was why he had seized every opportunity to increase his strength. He wanted to reach the point 

where he could face the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley head-on as soon as possible. 

But now, he had already reached this step. 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis, what do you plan to do?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked over. “First of all, I 

have to remind you that although the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley is only an overlord of the 

Second Heaven, it is different from other sects of the Second Heaven. The Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley has a very deep foundation, and there has always been an extremely 

terrifying old monster hiding there. It is very difficult to provoke.” 

Of course, Jian Wushuang knew who the old monster was. It was the old Valley Master in the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley who had mastered the supreme divine skill. 

Jian Wushuang now knew more about the old Valley Master. 

Moreover, he had heard from Temple Master Bai Xing that once the old Valley Master went crazy, even 

experts at the level of the three Saint Realm Masters and Temporal Temple Master would have a 

headache. 

“Don’t worry, I know my own strength. I Won’t be so stupid as to go to the Supreme Emotion-forgetting 

Valley and take my wife away. However, with my current strength and status, the Supreme Emotion-

forgetting Valley won’t dare to look down on me. I can pay a visit to the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley first and see if there are any other ways for me to take my wife away. No 

matter what they offer, I can agree to it!” 

“But if Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley doesn’t give me any chance to negotiate, then it’s not my 

fault.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were shining with a fierce light. 

Upon hearing this, Demon Master Chen Huo narrowed his eyes slightly but did not say anything more. 

“Let’s go down.” 



Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo descended directly toward the entrance of Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley. 

As soon as Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo landed on the open space at the entrance of 

the valley, several disciples of the valley immediately went up to greet them. 

Most of the disciples of the valley were women. The female disciple in the lead asked, “Who are you and 

why are you here?” 

“Please go in and inform them that the sixth inspector of the Temporal Temple, Heavenly Sword 

Marquis, is here to pay a visit,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis?” The female disciple immediately raised her head and looked at Jian 

Wushuang in shock. 

Jian Wushuang was too famous now. From the high and mighty Principles Masters to the ordinary 

cultivators in the Divine Beginning Realm, most of them had heard of his name. As for the disciples of 

the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley, they naturally knew of Jian Wushuang. 

When they learned that the Immortal Saint was the famous Heavenly Sword Marquis, the disciples were 

shocked, but the female disciple quickly calmed down. 

“Please wait a moment, I’l go in and report immediately.” The female disciple rushed into the valley as 

fast as she could. 

Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo were not in a hurry. They waited quietly at the entrance of 

the valley. 

Ina quiet attic in the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley, Longyu, the Valley Master of the valley, was 

living there. 

At this moment… 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis?” 

Dressed in a plain robe, Longyu stood up with a cold expression. “Did you really see him? is he really 

here to visit?” 

“I didn’t see him myself. I came to see you as soon as I received the report. But now, Heavenly Sword 

Marquis is very famous in the Divine Beginning Realm. Besides, almost all the sects and forces have seen 

the mirror image of the collision between Heavenly Sword Marquis and the three Saint Realms. 

They all know what he looks like. Therefore, there should be no one pretending to be him.” Standing in 

front of Longyu was a black-clothed woman, the black-clothed woman was an elder of the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley, and she was also a Principles Master. 

“What should have come has come.” Longyu narrowed her eyes slightly. 

“valley Master, which one is Heavenly Sword Marquis coming for?” The black-clothed woman asked. 

“Who else can it be for?” Longyu glanced at the black-clothed woman and sighed inwardly. 



She had long known that Jian Wushuang would come to her one day. 

Jian Wushuang had saved the genius disciple Han Xin in the Blood Wave Realm. Later, he asked her 

about Leng Rushuang, which alerted her. When she returned to the valley, Han Xin reported the matter 

to Longyu, who immediately ordered people to investigate. 

As the mirror image of Jian Wushuang fighting with the three Saint Realms spread in the Divine 

Beginning Realm, the Principles Master who had taken Leng Rushuang away in the Supreme Emotion-

forgetting Valley recognized Jian Wushuang at a glance. 

Back in the Golden Crow Nine Realms, Jian Wushuang had revealed his life-level pressure and 

summoned the power of the will of heaven to suppress Leng Rushuang in order to prevent the people of 

the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley from taking her away, immediately after, countless experts from 

the three Saint Realms descended. The rule master had witnessed all of this, and he had always 

remembered Jian Wushuang. Therefore, when he saw the mirror image of Jian Wushuang again, he 

immediately confirmed Jian Wushuang’s identity. 

Chapter 3368: Looking for Someone 

 

In the Amethyst Fog Sea, around the secret realm of heaven and earth, many sergeants of the patrol 

team and experts of the Xiaoyao Mansion were waiting quietly. 

Suddenly, the void rippled, and a space passage appeared out of thin air. Then two figures stepped out 

of the space passage one after another. 

Jian Wushuang was fine when he saw the two figures, but when the people around him saw Demon 

Master Chen Huo, they were all shocked, especially the Principles Masters who had entered the secret 

realm of Heaven and earth. 

Previously in the secret realm of heaven and earth, they were completely shocked by the monstrous 

strength displayed by Demon Master Chen Huo. They were all filled with fear and fear towards him, 

now, seeing that Demon Master Chen Huo had actually walked out of the secret realm of heaven and 

earth, they naturally could not calm down. 

Jian Wushuang saw the gazes of the surrounding people and immediately smiled. “Everyone, don’t be 

too nervous. Demon Master Chen Huo is now one of us.” 

“One of us?” Everyone was stunned. 

Jian Wushuang did not explain too much. Instead, he looked directly at Marquis Xiaoyao who was beside 

him. “Marquis Xiaoyao, we were wrong. There are no opportunities or treasures in the secret land of 

heaven and earth, and our Temporal Temple did not get anything. Naturally, your trip to the 

Xiaoyao Mansion will be in vain.” 



Marquis Xiaoyao’s expression changed. He took a deep look at Jian Wushuang and then looked at 

Demon Master Chen Huo. Although he knew it was not that simple, he did not intend to pursue the 

matter any further. 

“Let’s go!” 

Marquis Xiaoyao waved his hand and left with the people of Xiaoyao Mansion. 

After the people of Xiaoyao Mansion lett… 

“Duan Lang, Yue Yu, this is for you. Take it and divide it among yourselves.” Jian Wushuang took out an 

interspatial ring and handed it to Duan Lang. 

Duan Lang and Yue Yu looked at each other in bewilderment. 

“Brother Heavenly Marquis, didn’t you say that you didn’t get the opportunity treasure left by the 

Amethyst Demon Sect in the secret realm?” Duan Lang asked. 

“No, but I did get something else. It’s not a small gain. As the people who discovered the secret realm, 

you deserve it,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

It was true that he did not get the opportunity treasure left by the Amethyst Demon Sect in the secret 

realm, but he did get a helper at the peak of the Six Void Realms, which was more than enough for him, 

it was much more valuable than obtaining a lot of resources and treasures. 

“Zhen Tong.” Jian Wushuang looked at Zhen Tong Master who was beside him. “Now that I know what 

happened in the Amethyst Fog Sea, I’ll let you lead the patrol team back to the camp. As for me, I still 

have some private matters to deal with in the Second Heaven. I’ll come back when I’m done.” 

“Yes.” Zhen Tong Master nodded respectfully. 

Although the patrol ambassadors were the leaders of the patrol teams, they were usually quite relaxed 

because they rarely went out on missions. Now, Jian Wushuang had to deal with some private matters 

in the Second Heaven, he was allowed to do so. 

As long as he could come back in time when the mission was given. 

Just like that, after leaving the Amethyst Fog Sea, they parted ways. Zhen Tong Master led the patrol 

team back to the camp, while Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo stayed in the Second 

Heaven. 

Above the vast void, Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo flew slowly. 

“Demon Master Chen Huo, I have reported your matter to Temple Master Bai Xing of the Temporal 

Temple. Temple Master Bai Xing has promised you a position of worship. In addition, Temple Master Bai 

Xing has also instructed the intelligence department of the Temporal Temple to look for the experts 

left behind by the Amethyst Demon Sect. However, we can’t be sure how long it will take to find them,” 

Jian Wushuang said. 

“Yes.” Demon Master Chen Huo nodded slightly, then said, “From today on, I’m your guard. You don’t 

have to call me Demon Master Chen Huo anymore. Just call me Chen Huo.” 



“Chen Huo? Sure.” Jian Wushuang smiled faintly. 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis, where do you want to go now?” Demon Master Chen Huo asked. 

“You’ll know when we get there.” Jian Wushuang kept him guessing, 

Demon Master Chen Huo did not ask further. He followed Jian Wushuang forward. During this time, Jian 

Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo teleported several times and arrived at an even faster speed. 

Just a day later…they arrived at their destination. 

It was a grand canyon surrounded by mountains. There were towering peaks around it. At a glance, 

there seemed to be no less than dozens of them. However, these peaks were arranged in a unique way, 

the surrounding canyon was completely covered. The peaks and the canyon were connected to the 

magic array in a special way, making it look like a whole. 

Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo stood in the void near the canyon. They looked down at 

the canyon, but because of the restrictive magic array, even they could not see the inside of the canyon. 

“If I remember correctly, this place should be the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley, right?” Demon 

Master Chen Huo looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“Chen Huo, you’ve been alone in the secret land of heaven and earth for nearly 200 million years. You 

almost forgot your own name, but you can still recognize this sect’s lair. It’s rare,” Jian Wushuang said 

with a smile. 

“Nonsense. I was an elder of the Amethyst Demon Sect, and the Amethyst Demon Sect is one of the 

overlords of the Second Heaven. Of course, I pay attention to the other overlords and some top forces in 

the Second Heaven, especially the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley. It’s the only existence in the 

Second Heaven that even the Amethyst Demon Sect fears. Moreover, when I was young, I had dealings 

with the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley. I’ve been to the mountain gate of the valley a few times, so 

of course, I remember it,” Demon Master Chen Huo said. 

“Is that so?” Jian Wushuang understood. 

“But I’ve been in the secret land of heaven and earth for too long. I wonder what has happened to the 

valley. Who is the current Valley Master?” Demon Master Chen Huo asked. 

“The current Valley Master of the valley is called Longyu,” Jian Wushuang said. He had already gotten 

some information about the valley from the Temporal Temple. He knew about the Valley Master and 

some experts of the valley, he had a good understanding of them. 

“Longyu? It’s this overbearing woman?” Demon Master Chen Huo raised his eyebrows. Apparently, he 

knew the current Valley Master of Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley. 

“By the way, Heavenly Sword Marquis, what are you doing in the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley?” 

Demon Master Chen Huo asked. 

“Looking for someone,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Looking for someone? Who?” Demon Master Chen Huo asked. 



“My wife, Leng Rushuang!” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Wife?” Demon Master Chen Huo was stunned. 

Jian Wushuang did not hide anything and simply told Demon Master Chen Huo about his wife. 

Chapter 3369: Was Finally Here 

 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis, are you saying that your wife was brought here many years ago by the 

people of the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley because she is suitable to cultivate the supreme divine 

skill of the Valley?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked at Jian Wushuang. 

“Yes.” Jian Wushuang nodded. 

“That’s not right, is it?” Demon Master Chen Huo frowned. “Most of the secret skills in the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley require one to abandon emotion. As for the supreme skill, it is said that only 

those who are absolutely pure in heart and have not been touched by the secular world are qualified 

to cultivate it. If the person you are looking for is really your wife, how could she not be touched by the 

secular world and have no emotion at all?” 

“She is indeed my wife, but she is from my previous life. When we entered the reincarnation passage at 

the same time, my memory of my previous life was not affected at all. However, her memory seems to 

have disappeared, so she doesn’t know who I am in this life,” Jian Wushuang said. 

“Is that so?” Demon Master Chen Huo raised his eyebrows and then said, “Heavenly Sword Marquis, if 

we do as you say, this matter will be troublesome.” 

“First of all, your wife has lost her memory of her previous life, so she can’t recognize you at all. 

Moreover, since she has already come to the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley to cultivate the divine 

skill, it’s fine if she hasn’t made any progress or achievements in the divine skill, but once she has 

cultivated the divine skill to a certain level, she won’t have any feelings at all. At this point, even if she 

has restored her memory of her previous life, I’m afraid it won’t be of any use.” 

“Lknow. That’s why I cultivated to this level as soon as possible and came here to ask for her right after I 

had a certain level of strength,” Jian Wushuang said in a deep voice. 

He had been very worried. 

He was worried that if his wife cultivated the divine skill to a certain level and completely abandoned all 

emotions, her memories from her previous life would never be found again, and even if they were 

found, they would be immediately discarded. 

That was why he had seized every opportunity to increase his strength. He wanted to reach the point 

where he could face the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley head-on as soon as possible. 

But now, he had already reached this step. 



“Heavenly Sword Marquis, what do you plan to do?” Demon Master Chen Huo looked over. “First of all, I 

have to remind you that although the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley is only an overlord of the 

Second Heaven, it is different from other sects of the Second Heaven. The Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley has a very deep foundation, and there has always been an extremely 

terrifying old monster hiding there. It is very difficult to provoke.” 

Of course, Jian Wushuang knew who the old monster was. It was the old Valley Master in the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley who had mastered the supreme divine skill. 

Jian Wushuang now knew more about the old Valley Master. 

Moreover, he had heard from Temple Master Bai Xing that once the old Valley Master went crazy, even 

experts at the level of the three Saint Realm Masters and Temporal Temple Master would have a 

headache. 

“Don’t worry, I know my own strength. I Won’t be so stupid as to go to the Supreme Emotion-forgetting 

Valley and take my wife away. However, with my current strength and status, the Supreme Emotion-

forgetting Valley won’t dare to look down on me. I can pay a visit to the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley first and see if there are any other ways for me to take my wife away. No 

matter what they offer, I can agree to it!” 

“But if Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley doesn’t give me any chance to negotiate, then it’s not my 

fault.” Jian Wushuang’s eyes were shining with a fierce light. 

Upon hearing this, Demon Master Chen Huo narrowed his eyes slightly but did not say anything more. 

“Let’s go down.” 

Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo descended directly toward the entrance of Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley. 

As soon as Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo landed on the open space at the entrance of 

the valley, several disciples of the valley immediately went up to greet them. 

Most of the disciples of the valley were women. The female disciple in the lead asked, “Who are you and 

why are you here?” 

“Please go in and inform them that the sixth inspector of the Temporal Temple, Heavenly Sword 

Marquis, is here to pay a visit,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis?” The female disciple immediately raised her head and looked at Jian 

Wushuang in shock. 

Jian Wushuang was too famous now. From the high and mighty Principles Masters to the ordinary 

cultivators in the Divine Beginning Realm, most of them had heard of his name. As for the disciples of 

the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley, they naturally knew of Jian Wushuang. 

When they learned that the Immortal Saint was the famous Heavenly Sword Marquis, the disciples were 

shocked, but the female disciple quickly calmed down. 



“Please wait a moment, I’l go in and report immediately.” The female disciple rushed into the valley as 

fast as she could. 

Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo were not in a hurry. They waited quietly at the entrance of 

the valley. 

Ina quiet attic in the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley, Longyu, the Valley Master of the valley, was 

living there. 

At this moment… 

“Heavenly Sword Marquis?” 

Dressed in a plain robe, Longyu stood up with a cold expression. “Did you really see him? is he really 

here to visit?” 

“I didn’t see him myself. I came to see you as soon as I received the report. But now, Heavenly Sword 

Marquis is very famous in the Divine Beginning Realm. Besides, almost all the sects and forces have seen 

the mirror image of the collision between Heavenly Sword Marquis and the three Saint Realms. 

They all know what he looks like. Therefore, there should be no one pretending to be him.” Standing in 

front of Longyu was a black-clothed woman, the black-clothed woman was an elder of the Supreme 

Emotion-forgetting Valley, and she was also a Principles Master. 

“What should have come has come.” Longyu narrowed her eyes slightly. 

“valley Master, which one is Heavenly Sword Marquis coming for?” The black-clothed woman asked. 

“Who else can it be for?” Longyu glanced at the black-clothed woman and sighed inwardly. 

She had long known that Jian Wushuang would come to her one day. 

Jian Wushuang had saved the genius disciple Han Xin in the Blood Wave Realm. Later, he asked her 

about Leng Rushuang, which alerted her. When she returned to the valley, Han Xin reported the matter 

to Longyu, who immediately ordered people to investigate. 

As the mirror image of Jian Wushuang fighting with the three Saint Realms spread in the Divine 

Beginning Realm, the Principles Master who had taken Leng Rushuang away in the Supreme Emotion-

forgetting Valley recognized Jian Wushuang at a glance. 

Back in the Golden Crow Nine Realms, Jian Wushuang had revealed his life-level pressure and 

summoned the power of the will of heaven to suppress Leng Rushuang in order to prevent the people of 

the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley from taking her away, immediately after, countless experts from 

the three Saint Realms descended. The rule master had witnessed all of this, and he had always 

remembered Jian Wushuang. Therefore, when he saw the mirror image of Jian Wushuang again, he 

immediately confirmed Jian Wushuang’s identity. 
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“When our Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley brought that person back, we were stopped by this 

Heavenly Sword Marquis. However, at that time, he was too weak and was not even a saint. He was not 

even in our eyes. Who would have thought that in less than a thousand years, this Heavenly Sword 

Marquis’ strength had improved to the point that even our Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley had to 

pay attention to him!” 

“Also, he has an extraordinary status in the Temporal Temple. I heard that even the Temporal Temple 

Master thinks highly of him.” Valley Master Longyu narrowed her eyes slightly. 

Jian Wushuang’s growth speed was indeed beyond their imagination. 

But now that Jian Wushuang had come to visit her, it was a headache for her. 

“valley Master, Heavenly Sword Marquis is outside the valley, and he came to visit openly. Are we going 

to meet him or not?” The black-clothed woman asked. 

“No.” Longyu waved her hand. “We know his purpose, so we can’t let him in. Otherwise, with his 

character and strength, if he goes crazy in our valley, our valley won’t be able to bear the 

consequences.” 

“You tell him that we have some internal affairs to deal with, and we have to close our doors and refuse 

visitors. Later, 1, Longyu, will visit him personally.” 

“Understood.” The black-clothed woman nodded and rushed out of the valley. 

Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo were still waiting in the open space at the entrance of the 

valley. Finally, the black-clothed woman walked out. 

“Elder Ling Yi of the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley greets Mr. Heavenly Sword Marquis. May I know 

who this is…” The black-clothed woman bowed to Jian Wushuang humbly and then looked at Demon 

Master Chen Huo. 

The black-clothed woman was also a Principles Master. Although she was not strong, she could still feel 

the invisible pressure brought by Demon Master Chen Huo. 

She could tell that Demon Master Chen Huo was not weak. 

“This is my guard. As for his name, I won’t mention it,” Jian Wushuang said with a smile. 

“Guard?” The black-clothed woman was shocked, and her mind was full of thoughts. “Although the old 

man beside Heavenly Sword Marquis did not emit any aura, from the pressure he gave me, he must be 

at least an expert of the third or fourth realm of the Void. How could such an expert be willing to be 

his guard? 

“It seems that the Temporal Temple places more importance on him than I expected.” 

“Elder Ling Yi, we came here specially to visit. May we go in now?” Jian Wushuang asked. 



“Tm sorry, but I have to deal with some matters in the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley. I’m in the 

middle of meeting with the guests, so I can only thank you for your kindness. But don’t worry, my Valley 

Master said that after some time, he will come to apologize to you personally,” The black-clothed 

woman Ling Yi said. 

Hearing this, Jian Wushuang frowned. 

He wanted to enter the valley first and discuss with the Valley Master and the other high-level officials 

to see if there was any room for negotiation, even if the valley offered some harsh conditions, he could 

accept it. 

But he did not expect that he would be refused entry! 

The higher-ups of the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley did not see him at all. They only sent elder 

Ling Yi to get rid of him. 

“Elder Ling Yi, I am now the sixth inspector of the Temporal Temple. I represent not only myself, but also 

the Temporal Temple behind me. This time, I specially came to visit the Supreme Emotion-forgetting 

Valley, but I did not even enter the door. Isn’t that a little unreasonable?” Jian Wushuang’s eyes 

were cold. 

“Humph, the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley is still so arrogant. Even the inspector of the Temporal 

Temple was denied entry.” Demon Master Chen Huo snorted coldly. 

“Tm sorry. It’s not that I don’t know my limits. If there are some private matters in the valley, it’s not 

convenient for outsiders to enter.” Elder Ling Yi insisted. 

“Oh?” Jian Wushuang narrowed his eyes slightly. “How long will it take for the valley to finish the 

matters?” 

“I don’t know. It may take at least a few years, at most a few hundred years or even a thousand years. In 

short, before the matters in the valley are settled, the valley will not see outsiders. Moreover, the Valley 

Master has ordered that the mountain gate will be completely sealed immediately,” Elder Ling Yi 

said. 

Jian Wushuang’s expression changed, but then he smiled and said, “In that case, I’ll pay you a visit after 

you’ve dealt with the internal affairs of your Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley.” 

After saying that, Jian Wushuang glanced at Demon Master Chen Huo and said, “Let’s go!” 

The two immediately left. 

Seeing them leave, Elder Ling Yi revealed a strange smile and returned to the valley. 

Jian Wushuang and Demon Master Chen Huo did not walk far in the void around the valley, but they 

stopped. 

“Chen Huo, do you think that there are some private matters in the valley that are inconvenient for 

outsiders to enter?” Jian Wushuang looked at Chen Huo. 



“Of course, it must be fake.” Demon Master Chen Huo smiled. 

“[ think it’s fake too.” Jian Wushuang nodded slightly. “If something really happened in the valley, the 

disciples at the gate would not look so relaxed. Moreover, if the valley really closed the door to visit me, 

the disciples at the gate would have told me. But when they didn’t, the disciple immediately went in 

to report it!” 

“Apparently, the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley did not close their doors to me, at least not before I 

came. But after I came to visit, the people of the Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley deliberately said 

that because they did not want me to enter the valley.” 

“It’s like this.” Demon Master Chen Huo smiled and said, “The Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley 

obviously knows your purpose of coming here, so they deliberately refused to let you in. But you can’t 

even enter the valley, so how can you take your wife away?” 

“Humph, they won’t let me in. Can’t I think of another way?” Jian Wushuang snorted. 

“What way?” Demon Master Chen Huo glanced at Jian Wushuang, he immediately said, “Heavenly 

Sword Marquis, I have to warn you first. Don’t think of barging into the Supreme Emotion-forgetting 

Valley and taking your wife away by force. The Supreme Emotion-forgetting Valley is not to be trifled 

with. Moreover, I’m afraid that you can’t break the sect-protecting formation of the Supreme Emotion-

forgetting Valley.” 

“Iknow. It’s a bad idea to break into the valley by force. But since they don’t want me to enter the valley, 

can’t I find a way to make them come to see me outside the valley?” Jian Wushuang smiled strangely. 

 


